
I am asking NH residents and friends of Bobcats to contact the NH F & G 
Dept. and Commission members and implore them to maintain the current 
moratorium on hunting and trapping bobcat. 

Why? 

1) They are still a species in recovery. I worked for the Society for the 
Protection of NH Forests in the late '70's and 80's when their lands and 
other lands in Cheshire county were posted against hunting bobcat.  It 
was done for a reason: to keep the species from going extinct from the 
state! 

2) I firmly believe that this "predator" is not designed to withstand 
hunting pressure from humans, because it destroys their complex social 
order, which includes older animals teaching younger ones about the 
geography, places to hunt.......esp. when food is scarce, seek cover.......or 
when being hunted. They also help to maintain "order"....teaching younger 
juveniles acceptable behavior....I believe this has been documented with 
field studies. Another example of this: bears keep their cubs for 2-
years........why? To teach them all of the above. Predators gain learned 
behavior, it is not a genetic response like prey species have. 

3) Bobcats are an intelligent species that play an important role in 
maintaining ecological balance and they should be respected........they 
maintain their own populations which are tied closely with food 
abundance/scarcity........ie: see studies on Lynx/snowshoe hare population 
cycles.  I strongly oppose and object to the notion of the need to hunt 
them in order to manage their populations. That is a hunter's myth!! 

4) As a professional forester with close to 40 years of experience (I also 
hold a BA in Biology; served on TWO committees to develop a booklet on 
ecologically sustainable guideline for forest management for landowners, 
loggers, and foresters; and have served on Stoddard's conservation 
commission almost 20 years), I have worked diligently and with focused 
purpose to help identify and protect thousands of acres of land in 
NH........especially in SW NH and Stoddard in particular...........in order to 



provide large, unfragmented forest habitats for those species that 
require these areas to survive. I do not believe, especially in this day and 
age, that the conservation community and private landowners would accept 
hunting bobcat (bears, coyotes) as a reason for this effort. They are an 
important part of our evolving understanding of the need to restore and 
maintain biodiversity and ecosystem health. 

5) For the skeptics, I encourage folks to read the book "Bobcats Before 
Breakfast", written by a local trapper, hunter, naturalist, the late John 
Kulish..........to better understand why he gave up the gun and traps and 
spent the rest of his adult life promoting land protection and was against 
hunting!!! 

6)  I believe it is a question of fairness:  hunters use dogs, bait, high 
powered rifles with scopes, lasers, multiple shot magazines; they use high 
tech gear (GPS, cell phones, game cameras, walkie talkies.....etc.) in order 
to find and kill these animals (usually when they have been "treed", while 
the hunted animals have only their God given ability and a core habitat 
that is being fractured by development.   

Where is the sport, the skill, the fairness......where is the respect and 
reverence for life???  

These animals have the right to roam the same landscape we do........free 
of the fear of being slaughtered.  They are not a threat to humans nor do 
we need their meat or fur! 

7) Lastly:  when I was contacted by the F & G Dept., asking permission to 
use a clients land for one of the bobcat study areas (baiting and game 
camera  tagging station), I asked if the study was a prelude to re-
establishing a bobcat hunting season.  I was told "absolutely not"......I find 
the effort to restore a hunting season on bobcat to be a blatant breach 
of trust........not necessarily by the F & G biologists.........but by their 
civilian appointed F & G commissioners. 



If you agree with this argument, please contact your Fish and Game 
Commissioner and ask them to reconsider and to NOT allow these 
magnificent animals to be hunted. 

 

Geoffrey T. Jones, professional forester, chair Stoddard Con Com 

Stoddard, NH 

 

 
 

 


